4/11/2019

Great Lakes Slender False
Brome Working Group Meeting
Time

Topic

Lead

11:30

General Updates

All

11:40

Working Group Updates
• 2019 GIS/Survey Efforts
• Management Research
• Boot Brush Stations
• Education and Outreach
Management Workshop August 8

Brittany

12:10

Brainstorming session:

All

Friday, April 12, 2019. 11:30 AM
The College at Brockport
Seymour Union Room 114

12:35

How can we provide slender false brome
information to residents along the West Shore
Trail to encourage interest and early
detection reports?
Discussion & Next Steps
Conference Call August 13 @ 1:00 PM

All
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GIS Updates
 Melissa will join us again this
season to update the
habitat suitability model!
 Investigate the role of
precipitation in slender false
brome suitability.
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 Create a map of all North American
occurrences, easily used on the
website or for presentations.

 Have a list of occurrences, many
have been reported in different
platforms (iMap, EDDMapS) or info is
from herbarium specimens.
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 Create a map of current boot brush station locations to encourage
use. Can also help people suggest new locations.

Located at the General
Conservation/ Wildlife Trail
Head
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 Maps of the management research areas and other rapid response efforts
so we can track removal efforts over time
 Continue to update the survey locations map
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2019 Survey Efforts
 2 survey technicians from mid May- mid August: Kathleen is returning and
Amanda is joining our team!
 Will use the same survey protocol as the past 2 seasons, survey sites
throughout the WNY PRISM 8-county region.
 Used the habitat suitability model to create a list of 38 locations. Many are
public parks and trails. Also included a hunting preserve and nature trail on
a church property- hoping to gain permission to survey these areas as well.
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Genesee Valley
Greenway
 In 2018, found 7 populations
of slender false brome
along the trail. Working with
NYS Parks to add this
location to our current
permit.
 Will pick up where we left
off and continue into
Livingston County up
towards Mt. Morris. Will also
dig up the populations
found in 2018 and any new
populations.
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2019 Survey Efforts
 Created definitions of survey terms to increase consistency in data
collection. Distribution categories varied greatly last year among survey
techs- hard to determine if a population was scattered vs dense for
example.
 Detailed definitions can also help citizen scientists or volunteers collect
accurate data.
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Plant Distribution- New Definitions
❖ Single Plant: One mature slender false brome plant is present within the population. If there
are 3 or fewer small, new seedlings present around one large plant, can also call this a single
plant. Make a note if seedlings are present. 2 or more mature plants ≠ single plant. After
data collection, use hand-held shovel to remove the plant (and seedlings) and seal in a
trash bag (if allowed at the site).
❖ Scattered Plants: When you look at the population as a whole, can see more leaf litter than
plants. Definite space exists between the plants.
❖ Dense Plants: When you look at the population as a whole, can see more plants than leaf
litter, but spots exist where you can still view the soil and leaf litter surrounding the plants.
❖ Dense Throughout: Difficult to see leaf litter or soil surrounding the population. Other
understory species are present along with the slender false brome plants.
❖ Monoculture: Difficult to see leaf litter or soil surrounding the population and slender false
brome is the only mature understory species present, only seedlings of other species are
present.
❖ Linearly Scattered: Plants are scattered along the trail, indicating seeds were spread to the
area by humans or animals. Plant population does not extend more then 5 meters from the
trail. Take note if the plants are dense (>50% cover) or sparse (<50% cover) along the trail.
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Single Plant:
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Scattered Plants:
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Dense plants:
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Dense
Throughout:
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Monoculture:
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Linearly Scattered:
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2019 Survey Efforts
 This year we will be using tablets and Survey123 to collect data! Cut down
on the data entry process, and eventually on the use of paper sheets.
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2019 Survey Efforts
 Can record GPS coordinates on the tablet. We will also take points on the
GPS and write them down. Compare accuracy of tablet against GPS. Also,
have written coordinates in case surveys are lost/deleted.
 Use GPS tracks to record all trails/roads/areas surveyed. Can look back and
ensure trails or important areas were not missed. This will hopefully make it
easier to create one shapefile of all areas surveyed for the duration of this
project.
 Will use a survey site form to collect basic info on each site, even if slender
false brome is not found.
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Management
Research
 Collect data in plots 1 year
after removal efforts. Data
collection will occur from
May 28 - June 14. Again, look
at density and percent cover
of slender false brome, list all
other species in plot and
record native, non-native
and unidentified seedling
percent cover.
 Will use Survey123 for data
collection as well, to make all
data collection and data
entry uniform and userfriendly.
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Management
Research
 Bergen Swamp: Research team from The
College at Brockport will start cutting
and digging up plants in early June.
 Genesee County Park and Forest &
Letchworth State Park:
 Manual removal will begin after
vegetation surveys are complete
 Cutting will occur twice: Week of
June 24 and July 22
 WNY PRISM Crew will apply
herbicide: herbicide-only areas
week of June 17,
mechanical/herbicide areas
week of August 19
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Boot Brush Stations
 Will revisit all of the stations installed in 2018
to make sure the structure is in good
condition, and also to look for slender false
brome seedlings around the base.
 This year, we will be able to again offer
supplies and instructions to groups that
wish to add boot brush stations near
slender false brome infestations.
 Once all permissions are in order, will
reach out to the Friends of the Genesee
Valley Greenway and see if they were
interested in a station.
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Working Group Communication
 Presentation at the Stewardship Network Conference in Michigan this
January was well-received. Contacted by a Japanese stiltgrass Working
Group about our project.
 Submitted an abstract to discuss the management research results at the
NAISMA conference this fall. Will keep everyone updated when we hear
about the conference.
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Education and
Outreach
 Orleans County Fair,
Genesee County Fairdistribute information on
early detection species and
reporting methods.
 Half day of environmental
camp at Genesee County
Park and Forest- will focus
on invasive species
identification and using a
field guide. Have a handson survey activity in the
field.
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Management
Workshop
 August 8, 2019 at Genesee County Park
and Forest.
 Will review the management research
including experimental design and the
results we have so far.
 Take a field trip to see the infestation,
look at the progress from this year and
also practice slender false brome ID in
the field.
 Hoping to offer continuing education
credits to benefit attendees.
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Brainstorming Session:
Outreach along the West Shore Trail
 How can we effectively distribute information to residents- letter/flyer
mailing or door to door distribution?
 How can we encourage residents to attend an informational meeting on
slender false brome and agree to look for the species on their property?
 Additional ideas for reaching out to survey private property and encourage
private land owners to manage this species on their land?
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